ABAKO
TECHNICAL DATA SHEET
STRAIGHT VERTICAL PANELS:

They are made of 18 mm thick wood conglomerate coated with light grey coloured melamine or in maple or dark cherry coloured laminate. The edges visible are
coated with 3 mm. thick aluminium coloured PVC all around. The surface facing the visitors is decorated with n. 2 horizontal profiles made of plastic material with
aluminium foil. Adjustable aluminium coloured ABS feet. Connecting metal plates made of 3 mm thick embossed aluminium coloured sheet metal.

60°CURVED VERTICAL PANELS:

They are made of 18 mm thick curved MDF coated on both sides with light grey, maple or dark cherry coloured laminate. the edges visible are coated with 3 mm.
thick aluminium coloured PVC all around. The surface facing the visitors is decorated with n. 2 horizontal profiles made of plastic material with aluminium foil.
Adjustable aluminium coloured ABS feet. Connecting metal plates made of 3 mm thick embossed aluminium coloured sheet metal.

90° CURVED CONNECTING VERTICAL PANELS

They are made of 18 mm thick curved honey-comb MDF coated on both sides with light grey, maple or dark cherry coloured laminate. the edges visible are coated
with 3 mm. thick aluminium coloured PVC all around. The surface facing the visitors is decorated with n. 2 horizontal profiles made of plastic material with aluminium
foil. Adjustable aluminium coloured ABS foot. Connecting metal plates made of 3 mm thick embossed aluminium coloured sheet metal.

TOPS:

They are made of 12 mm thick acetated tempered glass with polished perimetrical edges. Equipped with cylindrical rings, diameter 40 mm, in anodized aluminium,
glued to the surface below. The straight tops, the 60° and 90° curved tops get fixed to the vertical panels by using die-cast aluminium supporting brackets coloured
aluminium (the curved top 60° is supported in the centre by a special “cylindrical support” made of the same material).

WORKING TOPS:

They are made of 25 mm thick wood conglomerate coated with light grey, maple or dark cherry coloured melamine and perimetrical edges in 2 mm thick ABS. The
straight working top L. 90 cm and the 60° curved working tops are supplied with an elliptical shaped two-coloured (grey/black) cable outlet lid with drilled hole,
diameter 80 mm. The 90° internal and external corner working tops do not require cable outlet lids as they are already shaped for the passing of the cables. The fixing
brackets and the connecting plates are made of 3 mm thick embossed aluminium coloured sheet metal. Once the working tops have been mounted, a space of 15
mm remains between them and the vertical panels. There are available also the conversation tops, made of 25 mm. thick wood conglomerate coated with light grey,
maple or dark cherry coloured melamine with edges in ABS 2 mm. thick, with rounded external corners. They are not equipped with outlet lid.

MIDDLE AND TERMINAL METAL LEG:

It is made of tubular metal, diameter 40 mm, with a 3 mm thick upper plate; all embossed aluminium coloured. Aluminium coloured ABS ferrules and adjustable feet.
For the terminal positions a leg of the Bull 1 or the Quicker series may be used in alternative.

MIDDLE AND TERMINAL SIDE:

It is made of 18 mm thick wood conglomerate coated with light grey, maple or dark cherry coloured melamine; the edges visible are coated with 3 mm. thick
aluminium coloured PVC all around. The fixing brackets are made of 3 mm thick embossed aluminium coloured sheet metal. Adjustable aluminium coloured ABS feet.

WIRE MANAGEMENT / ELECTRIFICATION:

To be ordered separately, it is available in the following versions:
 Inspectable cables channel available in different lengths (to be fixed under the working top) made of chromed steel rods with fixing brackets in embossed
aluminium coloured sheet metal 3 mm thick.
 Rigid inspectable self-extinguishing PVC cables channel (grey colour).
 Two-way ABS cable-clip to be fastened to the vertical tubes of the leg, diameter 40 mm, available in the following colours: anthracite, blue, platinum grey, lilac, red
and sea green. Available as optional in kits of 4 pieces.
 Flexible vertebra cable duct with aluminium coloured ABS cable-clips.
SATIN ALUMINIUM COLOUR ZAMA HANDLES
N.B.: ALL METAL COMPONENTS ARE PAINTED WITH EPOXY POWDERS.
N.B. COUNTERS OF ABAKO SERIES CAN BE INTEGRATED WITH ITEMS OF THE FOLLOWING SERIES:
- for the MAPLE version:
BULL 1, QUATTRO, EXIT, QUICKER, IKS 25, ENTITY, DAK, VERTIGO
- for the LIGHT GREY version: TREKO, BULL 1, QUATTRO, EXIT, QUICKER, IKS 25, BULL 4, QUATTRO 30, EXIT 30, QUICKER 4, IKS, ENTITY
- for the DARK CHERRY version: KIM, PALM, ON

